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QUESTION 1

A company has a set of DAM assets related to "hiking". Most of the assets have the keyword "hiking" in title and/or
description in the metadata, and they are showing up in omnisearch while searching for "hiking". Another set of
mountain assets are later added to the DAM without the "hiking" keyword in their metadata. What changes can be done
to include the mountain assets in the top of the result while searching for "hiking"? 

A. In asset metadata editor, create and assign the "hiking" tag to all mountain assets. 

B. In asset metadata editor, add the keyword "hiking" in search boosting to all mountain assets. 

C. Add the keyword "hiking" to the Content and Status of the mountain assets in metadata. 

D. Ensure the mountain assets are placed before the hiking assets in a folder named "hiking". 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

While an AEM instance is used to process a large amount of assets daily, the DAM update asset workflow can be
adding additional loads to the instance. Which two statements are true when setting the workflow transient? (Choose
two.) 

A. Transient workflows run in a much smaller memory footprint. 

B. The workflow processing time can be reduced up to 10%. 

C. Transient workflows can significantly reduce the repository growth. 

D. CRUD workflows will be automatically purged to improve performance. 

Correct Answer: AB 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/6-3/assets/using/performance-tuningguidelines.html 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer writes the following code to create a new asset: 

If inputStream is null, what happens to the "createAsset" call? 

A. A null asset is returned without exceptions. 
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B. A NullPointerException is thrown. 

C. An AssetException is thrown. 

D. A new asset is created without original rendition. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://experienceleaguecommunities.adobe.com/t5/adobe-experience-manager-assets/assetmanager-for-
video-upload-to-dam/m-p/306572 

 

QUESTION 4

A developer is trying to run a query in Query Builder using the following search predicates: Which of the following best
supports what type of results the developer is expected to get with this query? 

A. Assets in /content/dam/weretail/products/pants.jpg/jcr:content/renditions/original 

B. Assets in /content/dam/weretail/pants.jpg 

C. Assets in /content/dam/weretail/products/pants.jpg 

D. Assets in /content/dam/weretail/pants.jpg/jcr:content/renditions/cq5dam.web.1280.1280.jpeg 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer writes the following code to programmatically copy an existing asset to another folder in the DAM: 

After executing this code, the developer receives the following exception: javax.jcr.PathNotFoundException 

What caused this issue? 

A. The user lacks CREATE permission to the path /content/dam/projectB 

B. The path /content/dam/projectB does not exist 

C. The user lacks READ permission to the asset in /content/dam/projectA 

D. The asset in /content/dam/projectA/asset.jpg does not exist 
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Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://experienceleaguecommunities.adobe.com/t5/adobe-experience-manager/ assetmanager-copyasset-
method-not-working/qaq-p/209732 
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